
The all-rounder for your home
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Exclusive Vinyl, Classic Vinyl, Vinyl on HDF
All the benefits at a glance
If you associate the word “vinyl” with records, it‘s time for some fresh thinking and to add some decisive plus points to the material of the good old days.

Those who decide on vinyl decide on comfort and cosiness on the one hand – and durability and low maintenance on the other hand. These are the attributes

that make moderna vinyl flooring into a reliable – and if you so choose – lifelong partner.

Easy to fit 
Thanks to the 
patented click system

Warm to the feetQuiet

100% waterproof 
surfaces
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Healthy living 
environment

Easy-care
Extremely 
hard-wearing
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moderna v-lyn · Salta Pine

Simplystunning
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Exclusive Vinyl
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CLIC

3. Fit
The flooring is easy to fit in difficult areas such as
door frames and can be continued into the next
room without the need for expansion joints or
transition profiles.

1. Cut
Cut the flooring to size with a protractor and
a cutter knife.

2. Fold
All you have to do is fold them to separate the
cut parts successfully.

Click and Go

Exclusive Vinyl  moderna v-lyn  your benefits
Anyone can fit it.
Very easy to fit. Cut, fold, and click into place. Yes – the vinyl flooring is that easy to fit. No specialist knowledge is necessary. No special tools needed.
If the under-floor is prepared professionally, the use of an insulating underlay can be omitted.
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Dimensional stability
Regardless of whether it‘s cold or hot – variations
in temperature have no impact on your new vinyl
flooring. It stays in shape. This enables it to be
fitted for up to 20 metres a time and without
troublesome expansion joints or transition profiles 
– for a modern living ambience.

Stays in Shape. 
For ever!

Watch moderna v-lyn
installation movie!The flooring with great prospects.
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1

2

3

4

5

technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 20 years/5 years

Click system UNIFIT

Dimensions 4,5  x 1251 x 187 mm

Content per package: 9 pcs. = 2,105 m²

Exclusive Vinyl
Almost too good to be true
But it is true. The flooring from our v-lyn range not only stands for beauty
and living comfort – it has already proven its long-term effectiveness 
many times over. Whether a large living room or dining room, a hallway 
that‘s in frequent use, a lively children‘s bedroom, or a freshly renovated 
wellness suite: there are no limits to the possible uses of this flooring. It 
is also ideal for commercial use, whether in retail outlets, hotels or for 
exhibition stands.

product structure v-lyn
1. Multi-layer surface (3 layers)

2. Decor layer
3. Vinyl top layer

4. Glass fibre fleece
5. Vinyl underlay (counterbalance)

Santa Cruz Oak - No.: 15184131161

Salta Pine - No.: 15184131160

San Juan Oak - No.: 15184131164Mendoza Oak - No.: 15184131163

Formosa Oak - No.: 15184131165

Tucumán Oak - No.: 15184131162 Catamarca Oak - No.: 15184131166

EXPERT TIP!
Thanks to deep stamping, the 
carrier for the printed image 
offers high design quality, with 
a tactile structure and decors 
indistinguishable from nature

Dimensional 
stability

100% waterproof

Easy-care

Healthy living 
environment

4,5 mm Renovation-friendly

CLIC

Very easy to fit

Extremely hard-
wearing

Warm to the feet

Quiet

Wood structure

Wood structureWood structure

Wood structureWood structure

Wood structure Wood structure
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Decor: Salta Pine
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Decor:  Concrete grey
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Exclusive Vinyl
Large format, large impact
If you want to give a room space and character, our double-format tile designs are exactly right. With their natural appearance and detailed texturing,
they are almost impossible to distinguish from genuine stone flooring. You can therefore get the latest flooring designs in your home at a
moment‘s notice.

Concrete grey -  No.: 15185131157

Slate charcoal - No.: 15185131158

Sandstone white - No.: 15185131156

Metal oxidized -  No.: 15185131159

1

2

3

4

5

product structure 
v-lyn tile
1. Multi-layer surface (3 layers)
2. Decor layer
3. Vinyl top layer
4. Glass fibre fleece
5. Vinyl underlay (counterbalance)

Extra-broad 
tile format

technical information

Surface appearance tile

Type of groove 4-sided V-groove

Traffic category 23/32

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 20 years/5  years

Click system UNIFIT

Dimensions 4,5  x 1300 x 320 mm

Content per package: 5 pcs. = 2,080 m²

EXPERT TIP!
The glass fibre fleece merges 
with the top layer and underlay 
to form a homogenous vinyl 
core, ensuring high dimensio-
nal stability.

Dimensional 
stability

100% waterproof

Easy-care

Healthy living 
environment

4,5 mm Renovation-friendly

CLIC

Very easy to fit

Extremely hard-
wearing

Warm to the feet

Quiet

Stone structure Stone structure

Stone structure Stone structure
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Classic Vinyl
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1

2

3

4

5

technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove Mini bevel

Traffic category 23/31

Guarantee (domestic/commercial) 15 years/5 years

Click system produced under licence of  UNILIN

Dimensions 4,2 x 180 x 1220 mm

Content per package: 10 pcs. = 2,196 m²

Classic Vinyl
The all-rounder for all residential settings
Renovation work made easy thanks to the moderna v-tec 30. This hard-wearing solid vinyl flooring stands out for use in renovations due to its low 

installation height. Suitable for use throughout your home, the moderna v-tec 30 convinces due to its hard-wearing and durable surface, due to its 

easy and quick cleaning, and not least its superb price/performance ratio.

product structure v-tec 30
1. Transparent PU coating + Vinyl wear layer

2. Decor layer 

3. Vinyl core

4. Fibreglass strengthening

5. Vinyl core
6. Moisture-insensitive stabilising layer

6

Sand Oak - No.: 15152131061

Arizona Oak - No.: 15152131060

Tacoma Oak - No.: 15152131058 Yukon Oak - No.: 15152131062

Boston Oak - No.: 15152131149

Arica Oak - No.: 15152131059

100% waterproof

Easy-care

4,2 mm Renovation-friendly

Extremely hard-we-
aring

Warm to the feetQuiet

Wood structure Wood structure

Wood structureWood structure

Wood structure Wood structure
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Decor:  Arizona Oak
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Vinyl on HDF



2020
Decor:  Ontario Oak
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product structure v-pro+silent
1. Surface sealing

2. Decor layer 

3. Vinyl core

4. HDF - coreboard

5. Click system

6. Sound insulation underlay (XPS)

Vinyl-Flooring on HDF
Including XPS-sound insulation underlay
Reduce stress, time and noise, and lay the flooring and soundproofing all in one go. All in One – i.e. save time when carrying out your alterations and have 

time to enjoy the comfort of a quiet floor and the pleasant walking feeling! The integrated moisture-resistant XPS footfall sound insulation takes care of a 

massive reduction in footfall noise and improvement in walking comfort. Thanks to the patented click system and the HDF carrier, this flooring is also easy 

to lay and evens out bumps and hollows.

Kansas Oak -  No.: 15199121215

Ontario Oak  -  No.: 15199121213 

Dakota Pine  -  No.: 15199121214

Seattle Oak  -  No.: 15199121216

Alaska Pine  -  No.: 15199121212

Atlanta Oak  -  No.: 15199121217

1

2

3

4

5
6

1.Vinyl 
2.HDF 
3. sound insulation

3 in1

9 mm
Renovation-friendly 
incl. sound insulation 
underlay

Smoothes out 
uneven areas

Easy-care

Healthy living
environment

CLIC

Very easy to fit

Extremely hard-
wearing

Warm to the feet

Quiet

Wood relief structure Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure Wood relief structure

Wood relief structure Wood relief structure

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

technical information

Surface appearance single plank

Type of groove micro bevel

Traffic category 23/31

Guarantee (domestic) 10 years

Click system produced under licence of  UNILIN

Dimensions 9 x 212 x 1200 mm

Content per package: 8 pcs. = 2,04 m²

EXPERT TIP!
The XPS sound 

insulation underlay 
takes care of a sharp 

reduction in footfall noise
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moderna
  
gripfloor

The professional for solid vinyl and design floors (recommended for 
v-tec30). New polyolefin underlay with single-sided anti-slip coating

· Very good footfall noise insulation (≤ 19 dB)

· Superb walking noise reduction (up to 40%)

· Superb pressure resistance and compressive strength (≥ 400 kPa)

· Superb thermal transfer resistance (0.027 m²/KW)

· Anti-slip coating for the better hold of the vinyl floor

· With integrated vapour barrier (SD value ≥ 75 m)

Insulating underlays
The perfect underlay

product Art.-No.

gripfloor 17019010014

  40 % 19 dB  400 kPa 0,027 m²/KW

Dimensions: 15 m x 1 m · thickness: 1,5 mm
content: 15 m2

moderna
  
profloor

Insulating underlay for design and vinyl flooring (recommended for 
v-lyn/v-lyn tiles). Premium insulating underlay for use on the floating 
installation of design and vinyl flooring.

· Very good footfall noise insulation (up to 18 dB)

· Superb walking noise enhancement (up to 40%)

· Superb pressure resistance (≥ 400 kPa)

· Ideal for under-floor heating (0.019 m²/KW)

· Environmentally friendly and ecologically harmless

product Art.-No.

profloor 17019010022

Dimensions: 15 m x 1 m ·  thickness:  1 mm
content:  15 m2

 18 dB   40 %  400 kPa
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Decorative skirting AFL 60 

19 x 60 x 2700 mm

Hamburg skirting HFL 60 / HFL 90
18 x 60 x 2700 mm / 18 x 90 x 2700 mm 
Available in the following decor: Primed White

Skirtings
The perfect wall finish
With our extensive range of accessories, we offer you all kinds of possibilities to make your flooring even more attractive still and ensure it will bring you 

pleasure for many years to come. Top-quality skirtings give your room the perfect finished feel or allow you to create individual design accents. Practical 

floor trims allow you to handle even the most difficult transitions easily and professionally. Special care and repair products ensure complete, all-round 

protection for a consistently attractive appearance. So as you can see, we have thought of everything – and above all you yourself!

End caps, internal and external 
corners (wide) SL 40

End caps, internal & external 
corners (wide) FFL / AFL 60

Skirting Connection 60/90
The moderna skirting connection is the universal solution for creating visual 
accents. The varnished, high-quality massive square-section wood units can 
be used as an end-piece, inside piece, outside piece and connection piece.

NEW

54 mm

18 mm 15 mm

16

50

19

60

Heating pipe rosettesSkirting clip 

simple clip system · hidden cable 
bypass for wall mounting

End caps, internal and external 
corners (wide) LLC / SFL 50
(Gold, Silver, Bronze, Maple, Beech)

End caps, internal and external

corners (narrow) LLC / SFL 50

(Gold, Silver, Bronze, Maple, Beech)

Clip-on skirting SFL 50 
16 x 50 x 2700 mm
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Design skirtings
DFL 60 / DFL 80 

Dimensions: 16 x 60/80 x 2700 mm

MADE
IN
GERMANY
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Transition profile – The classic solution for
transitions between rooms.

Clic-Transition Profile
Decors:  Stainless steel, Bronze, Sand
Length:  1000 mm; 2700 mm

Adapter profile – For seamless transitions
between floors at different heights to prevent
tripping.

Clic-Adapter Profile
Decors:  Stainless steel, Bronze, Sand
Length:  1000 mm; 2700 mm

End profile – For the perfect edge finish or
a clean separation between tiles and natural
stone flooring.

Clic-End Profile
Decors:  Stainless steel, Bronze, Sand
Length:  1000 mm; 2700 mm

Profiles
The perfect transition
With our extensive range of accessories, we offer you all kinds of possibilities to make your flooring even more attractive still and ensure it will bring you 

pleasure for many years to come. Top-quality skirtings give your room the perfect finished feel or allow you to create individual design accents.

Installation aids

moderna tapping block moderna heel bar moderna wedges
20 pcs. / Beutel

moderna fitting kit
Content: 1 x tapping block, 1 x heel

bar, 40 x wedges
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Colour: Silver and stainless Steel
Dimension: 42 x 21 x 1000/2700 mm
to be used for floorings from 4 to 9 mm thickness

Alu screw-in stair profile for 
vinyl flooring
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Icon list
Product advantages Vinyl

CLIC

100% waterproof
What does it mean for you as a customer that flooring material is 100% waterproof. This flooring is absolutely predestined for 
use in kitchens and bathrooms. In contrast to other flooring materials, the material does not change on contact with water. It does 
not swell. As a rule of thumb: In rooms where there is a lot of contact with water but you have no wish to lay tiles, the perfect 
alternative is vinyl.

Dimensional stability
Whether cold or heat – temperature fluctuations have no effect on your vinyl flooring. It always retains its form. That makes it 
possible to lay a continuous length of up to 20 metres, with no troublesome expansion joints and profiles, ensuring a modern 
home ambience.

Simple laying thanks to the patented click system
In the past, vinyl had to be purchased by the metre from specialist dealers and glued to the floor. Thanks to the simple click 
system and the handy format, even amateurs can now lay the flooring like a professional.

The individual planks can be clicked together very quickly with
the tension provided by the tongue and groove connection and
installation is easy and secure. The additional option of joining
the planks horizontally makes installation easy even in areas
that are difficult to access (e.g. below radiators or door frames).
This click-system is characterized by its high fitting accuracy,
flush positioning with respect to height and a seamless,
powerful connection.

The UNIFIT system with its patented drop-down solution can
be squared off and fitted front-facing and horizontally. This
makes it easy-as-pie to fit and means it offers a very stable
click connection thanks to the vertical and horizontal
locking technology.

Warm to the feet
One of the major benefits of vinyl compared to tiles is that vinyl is warm to the feet. If you spend quite a lot of time in the ba-
throom, for example, it can be a great advantage not to be standing on cold tiles.

Healthy living environment
moderna vinyl also stands for healthy living. Vinyl still tends to be associated by many people with old-fashioned health-harming 
PVC. But the quality of vinyl has long reached a completely new level. Special standards and testing within the EU ensure that the 
limit values of harmful substances are not exceeded.

Quiet
Compared to laminate, vinyl is very soft and giving and absorbs loud noises. You will not encounter annoying “clicking or cla-
cking” noises in areas where vinyl is laid. An additional soundproofing layer underneath improves the outcome still further. More 
quiet, less stress. Quiet floors increase the feel-good factor still more.
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3 in 1 
Reduce stress, time and noise, and lay the flooring and soundproofing all in one go. All in One – i.e. save time when carrying out your 
alterations and have time to enjoy the comfort of a quiet floor and the pleasant walking feeling! The integrated moisture-resistant XPS 
footfall sound insulation takes care of a massive reduction in footfall noise and improvement in walking comfort. Thanks to the patented 
click system and the HDF carrier, this flooring is also easy to lay and evens out bumps and hollows.
Vinyl layer for easy cleaning and care
HDF carriers for quick and easy laying through patented click system for footfall sound insulation for acoustic noise insulation and 
enhanced walking comfort. No additional insulation is needed.

4,5 mm

Extremely hard-wearing
Vinyl, too, is an enormously hard-wearing material. It is very robust and is ideally suited for all the challenges of 
everyday family life and also business life.

Renovation-friendly
The v-lyn and v-tec product series are especially suited for renovation purposes. Because of their low structural thickness, these floor co-
verings can be easily laid on an existing underfloor without the need for additional fitting work on door frames or other building elements.

3 in1

Extra-broad tile format
The v-lyn tile product range has an especially large format. This flooring is very trend-aware. Create space and a calm atmosphere with 
large formats, which generate a simple, three-dimensional effect.

Smoothes out uneven areas
Through the three-layer structure, the v-pro + silent product range offers the possibility to smooth out bumps even more effectively. That 
makes fitting and installation easier still and reduces the amount of preparation needed for laying the flooring.

Easy-care
Because of the soiling-resistant surface seal, vinyl floor coverings are quick and easy to clean. As with laminate floor coverings, it is 
sufficient to vacuum the floor and then wipe it over with a slightly damp cloth.
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The relief structure is one of the most common and 
popular surface finishes on the market. The decor 
image can have a wood look, and thanks to its stra-
ight-line character, the relief embossing takes care of 
a natural look.

Through the coarse, rough embossing, a stone struc-
ture is perfectly imitated. The floor covering looks like 
stone and also feels like stone. However, it is as warm 
as wood flooring. The stone structure of our laminates 
is indistinguishable from a normal stone tile surface.

The wood structure can be felt on the surface as 
embossing. However, the embossing does not 
precisely correspond to the decor image. However, 
this discrepancy is virtually imperceptible, both to the 
touch and to the eye. Compared to a smooth surface, 
the wood structure presents an authentic, high-quali-
ty appearance.

moderna decors

Stone structure

Wood structure

Relief Wood 
structure

For all our floor coverings, the best thing you can always do is check them out for yourself. Take a close look and physically feel the decors 
structure of the various floor coverings. As individual and diverse are the wishes of our customers, so varied and wide-ranging are the decors we 
have on offer. Visit the specialist retailers to gain your own impression of how our materials look and feel, or take a sample with you and try it out 
at home. Pay attention to the key parameters such as the decorative appearance, the embossing and the surface finish, as they all help you in de-
ciding which one to choose. Based on our many years of experience, we have created the moderna decors through innovative new developments, 
achieving an authentic look of real wood, and also in the field of natural stone or tile imitation looking remarkably like the original.

01/ 2018 · Subject to modifications and amendments. 
Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons. wood reproductions
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Suitable for residential
areas with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas
with normal use

Suitable for commercial areas
with moderate use

Important characteristics with respect to health, safety and energy savings in accordance with EN 14041

Impact resistantWear resistant Light fastEmission class E1 Stain resistant Suitable for use
with floor

heating (hot
water system)

Anti-slip
surface

Sound
insulating

characteristics

Online room designer

Would you like to renovate your home? Or install new laminate flooring? 
Or redesign your ceiling or create a modern design accent for your walls 
with panels? Plan and visualize your new living space with the moderna 
webroom-designer.

IT’S THIS EASY:

1  Visit www.moderna.de/raumgestalter

2  Select the respective room situation from the photo gallery

3  Click on the desired flooring and/or panelling

4  Enjoy and experience the effect of different decors and colours for
 flooring, wall and ceiling and combine over and over

Play with the effects of various types of wood, wood grains and colours on 
the floor, walls and ceiling and recombine them as often as you like. Use the 
online room-designer to discover the many sides of the moderna product 
range and become your own room-designer.

Overview of traffic categories
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BHK Holz- u. Kunststoff KG H. Kottmann
Heidfeld 5 · D-33142 Büren
Fon: +49 (0) 29 51 / 60 04-0
Fax: +49 (0) 29 51 / 54 99 
Internet: www.bhk.de 
E-Mail: info@bhk.de

moderna laminate
moderna soleon
moderna vinyl
moderna parquet
moderna staircase 
moderna wall & ceiling 

www.moderna.de


